The Center for Digital Mental Health at the University of Oregon is launching in September 2017. Please join us for a workshop and/or our public event to kick off our work. The workshop will feature presentations and discussion, and a shared task where teams will “hack” a complex mental health issue using new technology.

Public Event (All Welcome) - Drinks, food, fun tech! Thursday 24th August 6-8pm

Workshop (Limited enrollment - Must RSVP Below) - Speakers, discussion, hack! Thursday and Friday, August 24-25 All day

SIGN UP FOR WORKSHOP HERE: https://tinyurl.com/c4dmh-launch

Featured workshop speakers include:
- Jeff Cohn (University of Pittsburgh, CMU)
  - Automated analysis of nonverbal behavior in depression
- Candice Odgers (Duke, UC Irvine)
  - Studying children’s contexts using the Neighborhood Dashboard
- Munmun de Choudhury (Georgia Tech)
  - Defining the next era of mental health research and practice with social media
- Glen Coppersmith (Qntfy)
  - Social media and suicide risk

Where: Gumwood Room, Erb Memorial Union, University of Oregon, Eugene OR